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ABSTRACT

Recent research that has identified industry-related patterns finds that standard asset pric-
ing models cannot explain effectively. This paper investigates whether industry commodity
dependence affects the cross section of stock returns, using the case of the oil industry. The
results show that in the period 1988-2009, a value (equally) weighted portfolio of high oil
beta stocks outperforms a portfolio of low oil beta stocks by 1.1% (1.25%) in average per
month, and approximately 13.24% (14.97%) in average annually. The oil premium is not
pervasive, however, when we control for firm characteristics like size and book-to-market
ratio. Using the common two-stage cross-sectional regression methodology, we confirm that
oil is not priced cross-sectionally, supporting a mispricing explanation. In contrast, we find
that firms with a low book-to-market ratio have a premium of 2.4% in average and that
there is not a risk premium for small firms in this industry. The evidence seems consistent
with a risk pricing explanation, in particular, with the argument that growth options are
riskier than assets in place.
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I. Introduction

This paper investigates how commodity price risk affects asset pricing. We are motivated by the

strand of the literature that analyzes how well industries are priced by common asset pricing

models. Hou and Robinson (2006) focus on industry features like industry concentration and posit

that the structure of product markets may affect stock returns. They argue that the structure

of product markets may affect the risk of a firm’s cash flows, and hence a firm’s equilibrium rate

of return. Their results reveal that firms in concentrated industries earn lower returns. Lewellen

et al. (2010) show that several risk-based asset pricing models are rejected because they fail to

explain the cross-section of returns on industry portfolios. Chou et al. (2012) show that industry

portfolio returns cannot be explained fully by well-known asset pricing models.

Moreover, empirical evidence finds for some particular industries evidence that other factors

are also priced. For instance, the interest rate is an important factor for the banking sector.

Viale et al. (2009) find no evidence that firm specific factors such as size and book-to-market

ratios are priced in the bank sector; however, shocks to the slope of the yield curve are useful in

explaining banking stock returns. Also Zeng et al. (2010) support the existence of the banking

risk premium for public firms in the U.S. market.

We take the case of the oil industry. Using time series analysis, several papers find that oil is

a determinant factor of oil industry returns, however there is a void on the cross section results.1

From the theoretical perspective, the Intertemporal Capital Asset pricing Model (ICAPM) of

Merton (1973) states that if investment opportunities change over time, then assets’ exposures

to these changes are important determinants of average returns in addition to the market beta.

Given that oil has such a pivotal role in this industry, we analyze the hypothesis that oil is

important for average returns of the oil and natural gas industry.

Some papers already have tested oil as a pricing factor in the framework of macroeconomic

1A strand of the literature uses Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) or Vector Autoregression (VaR) models to
analyze the risk factors of the oil industry. Several papers document that oil is an important driver of the oil
industry (see for example, Faff and Brailsford, 1999; Sadorsky, 2001; El-Sharif et al., 2005; Al-Mudaf and Goodwin,
1993; Hammoudeh et al., 2004; Park and Ratti, 2008; Boyer and Filion, 2007; Oberndorfer, 2009; Ramos and
Veiga, 2011). However, all these papers are only based on time series analysis
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innovations, due to the strong evidence that oil price increases accounted partially for every U.S.

recession after World War II (Hamilton, 1983). Based on this result, many researchers have

used oil as proxy of macroeconomic conditions. Chen et al. (1986) is one of the first papers

to investigate the impact of macroeconomic innovations on stock price returns. They do not,

however, find any evidence that oil price risk is rewarded by the stock market. Hamao (1989)

applied the approach of Chen et al. (1986) to a sample of Japanese equity data and also found

no evidence for the pricing of an oil factor.

The perspective in this paper is different. Commodity price risk is important for companies

in natural resources industries (Hong and Sarkar, 2008), thus it is important to understand how

commodity price risk relates with asset pricing. Firm profitability is directly linked with the

price of the commodity. So we presume that the market value of companies should vary with

the price of commodity. We take the case of the oil and natural gas industry, a commodity

dependent industry. The question we address is whether oil is priced in the cross section, i.e., if

the average returns of these companies are related with oil returns.

Moreover, there are other conflicting effects. If the assumption that firm profitability is

affected by oil prices is correct, then when oil price increases market capitalization increases and

the book to market (B/M) ratio decreases. Thus, if oil price changes matter for market returns,

we might observe simultaneously that large firms and growth firms provide abnormal returns.

Overall, the problem is challenging as firm size and B/M have been found to be priced risk factors

in the literature. So this paper aims to understand whether oil is a priced factor, and disentangle

this effect from the B/M ratio and size effect.

Additionally, we cannot dismiss that other industry features such as the market structure of

the industry or inelastic demand can affect asset pricing (Hou and Robinson, 2006).

Using a sample of around 260 firms of the oil and natural gas industry in the period 1989-

2009, we start by building portfolios sorted on previous-month oil sensitivity. We find that raw

value-weighted portfolio (VW) annualized returns for firms in the lowest oil beta decile are on

average 0.914% monthly, while VW returns for firms in the highest oil beta decile are on average
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higher 2.018% monthly. The spread between high and low oil sensitivity portfolios is 13.24%

annually and for the value-equally-weight portfolio (EW) is 14.97% annually. Analyzing the

features of the oil portfolios, we confirm an inverse relation between oil sensitivity and the B/M

ratio. To gauge the robustness of our results, we repeat our analysis across different grouped

portfolios. We find that the oil premium is mitigated when we control for market capitalization

and the B/M ratio. To be more concrete, we find that the spread is positive for low B/M firms

and negative for high B/M firms.

To understand the result, we construct factor mimicking portfolios on the characteristics that

seem to be related with abnormal returns: size, B/M and oil loading. The oil mimicking portfolio

performs well in the time series analysis, but in the cross section the estimation confirms that only

low B/M firms provide a positive risk premium. The spread on oil portfolios is then explained

by market mispricing.

To distinguish a risk from a behavioral explanation for the growth premium, we test whether

variation in HML factor loadings after controlling for the B/M characteristic still predicts re-

turns. Following Daniel and Titman (1997) and Hou et al. (2011), we sort stocks into portfolios

based on both the level of B/M and the level of loadings on the HML mimicking factor. We find

that after controlling for the firm characteristic (B/M), having a higher level of risk (HML load-

ing) is associated with higher average returns. This finding does not contradict the hypothesis

that rational factor pricing explains the growth anomaly.

Several rational explanations can justify the spread of low B/M firms. First, low B/M firms

in this industry are not ’typical ’ growth firms. The impact of current profitability decreases the

B/M ratio like in the model of Gomes, Kogan, and Zhang (2003) that finds a negative relation

between the B/M and firm profitability.

The question that remains is why they offer a risk premium? The evidence offered in this

paper is consistent with the presence and riskiness of growth options in this industry. Hence,

our evidence is in line with the model of Gomes et al. (2003) that contends that growth stocks,

which derive market values more from growth options, are riskier than value stocks.
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Also market structure, namely industry concentration, might affect asset pricing. In a rational

framework, the HML factor is commonly presented as representing distress risk. The work of

Hou and Robinson (2006) posit that industries with high entry barriers insulate firms from

distress risk. Given that, the oil industry has entry barriers as capital intensity, the acquisition

of oil fields is limited by many factors like availability, leases, state and governmental licences,

environmental licences among others. Thus distress risk might be less important in this industry

and thus there is not compensation for it.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper to analyze commodity dependence and the cross sec-

tion variation industry returns. This paper makes a contributions to the literature that relates

industry features (e.g. market structure) and asset pricing. The evidence suggests that commod-

ity price risk is not priced but but affects stock returns due to market mispricing. Moreover, our

evidence does not provide support of the value premium, and is consistent with the arguing of

the riskiness of growth options in line with Gomes et al. (2003) model.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section II, we relate relevant literature to

CAPM and Three-Factor model. Then in Section III, we define our data. Section IV explains the

methodology (time series vs cross-sectional regression), and Section V reports the main results

of the paper and a discussion. In section VI we check robustness of our results. Finally, we

conclude in Section VII.

II. Review of the Literature

There is a vast literature on asset pricing starting with milestones works like Sharpe (1964),

Lintner (1965) and Black (1972). Miller (1999) is one of the first works to point out that there

is agreement among academics that a single factor, as defined as market beta, is insufficient

to describe the cross section of expected returns. Several other papers document anomalies,

other variables that seem to explain the cross section of returns: Monday dummy (French,

1980), January dummy (Roll, 1983; Reinganum, 1983), earnings-price ratio (Basu, 1977; Ball,
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1978; Jaffe et al., 1989), firm size (Banz, 1981; Basu, 1983), long-term reversals (De Bondt and

Thaler, 1985), B/M ratio (Stattman, 1980; Rosenberg et al., 1985), leverage (Bhandari, 1988)

and momentum (Jegadeesh, 1990; Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993).

A turning point in the literature is when Fama and French (1992) find that size and book-

to-market ratio could explain the cross section variation of equity returns. Later, Fama and

French (1993, 1996) propose a three-factor model that improves average CAPM pricing errors

by including a size and a book-to-market factor. The basic three factor-model is given by:

Rit = αi + β0imarkett + β1iSMBt + β2iHMLt + εit, (1)

where Rit is the return in U.S. dollars of firm i in excess of the one-month U.S. T-bill in month

t; markett is the excess return in U.S. dollars on the domestic market in month t; SMB (Small

minus Big) is the average return on the small capitalization portfolios minus the average return

on the large capitalization portfolios; HML (High minus Low) is the difference in return between

the portfolio with high book-to-market stocks and the portfolio with low book-to-market stocks.

A strand of literature has investigated whether the Fama and French model applies to specific

industries. Demsetz and Strahan (1995, 1997) show that there are significant differences in the

diversification and financial leverage strategies of large and small banks. Viale et al. (2009)

document that firm specific factors such as size and B/M ratios cannot explain bank stock

returns, while the stock market excess returns and shocks to the slope of the yield curve are

priced in the cross-section of bank stock returns. Zeng et al. (2010) support the existence of

a banking factor in explaining the returns of firms in the U.S. market. Elyasiani et al. (2007)

examine market betas for U.S. banks and report that the systematic risk exposure of larger banks

is larger.

Our work is more closely related with the bulk of literature that focus on how industry

specificities affect asset pricing. A series of papers demonstrate that a wide range of asset

pricing phenomena have important industry components (Asness et al., 2000; Cohen et al.,
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2003; Hou, 2003; Moskowitz and Grinblatt, 1999). Hou and Robinson (2006) focus on industry

features like industry concentration and posit that the structure of product markets may affect

stock returns. They argue that operating decisions arise from an equilibrium in the product

market that potentially reflects strategic interactions among market participants. Therefore,

the structure of product markets may affect the risk of a firm’s cash flows, and hence a firm’s

equilibrium rate of return. If the structure of product markets affects asset prices, then either

market structure affects risk directly or it is somehow correlated with investor perceptions in

a way that links it to behavioral phenomena. Their results reveal that firms in concentrated

industries earn lower returns. Lewellen et al. (2010) show that several risk-based asset pricing

models are rejected because they fail to explain the cross-section of returns on industry portfolios.

Chou et al. (2012) show that industry portfolio returns cannot be explained fully by well-known

asset pricing models.

The paper also relates with another two different strands of the literature. The first analyzes

commodity exposure. Hong and Sarkar (2008) models commodity beta in a contingent-claim

framework. Commodity beta is predicted to be an increasing function of the operating and

financial leverage of the firm and a decreasing function of the company’s tax rate and the level,

volatility and speed of reversion of the commodity price.

The second strand of literature has tested oil as a pricing factor in the framework of macroeco-

nomic innovations, due to the evidence that oil price increases accounted partially for every U.S.

recession after World War II (Hamilton, 1983). Based on this result, many researchers use oil as

proxy of macroeconomic conditions. Chen et al. (1986) is one of the first papers to investigate

the impact of macroeconomic innovations on stock price returns. They do not, however, find any

evidence that oil price risk is rewarded by the stock market. Hamao (1989) applies the approach

of Chen et al. (1986) to a sample of Japanese equity data and also finds no evidence that an

oil price factor is priced. More recently, Driesprong et al. (2008) find that changes in oil prices

predict stock market returns worldwide. They find significant predictability in both developed

and emerging markets. They conclude that investors seem to underreact to information on the
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price of oil.

III. Data and Portfolio Returns

A. Data

We select firms that are directly related with crude oil. The firm’s stock returns are obtained

from the following SIC codes: 1311, 138 (including 1381, 1382, and 1389), 2911, 2990 and 3533,

a total of seven oil related industries available on the Center for Research in Security Prices

(CRSP). Table I reports all the information available on SIC codes and firms.

From Compustat, we extract the following monthly company items: the adjusted return at

the end of the month, the market capitalization and the book-to-market ratio. The sample period

is from December 1988 to June 2009. Similar to previous works we impose some filters on our

data. To avoid potential bias in our analysis, we kept firms that have data on Compustat for

more than two consecutive years (see Viale et al., 2009, among others).

Table I presents the descriptive statistics by each industry SIC code, i.e., statistics on the

number of firms, the market capitalization, the monthly returns and the B/M ratio. The panel

is unbalanced, the number of firms is not fixed, it changes across time. The industry with the

largest number of firms is Crude Petroleum & Natural Gas (SIC Code 1311). The number of

firms ranges from 81 to 148 and the average is 108. The market capitalization is very disperse,

due to Petroleum Refiners (SIC Code 2911) whose average market capitalization is almost two

million. Raw returns are higher for SIC code 1389 (a monthly average of 1.55%) and negative for

Miscellaneous Products of Petroleum & Coal (SIC Code 2990). Petroleum Refiners raw returns

standard deviation is the lowest in the sample. A high B/M ratio means that market values are

very low regarding the book value, and is commonly interpreted as stocks being underpriced.

The standard deviation of B/M in Drilling Oil & Gas Wells industry (SIC code 1381) is higher

than those of other industries.

Finally, we take care of the most extreme observations, replacing the observations in the 1st
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and 99th percentiles by the values of the respective percentiles. Winsorizing ensures that extreme

outliers do not drive the results and it is currently used in cross-section regressions (see Knez

and Ready, 1997; Ang et al., 2006, among others). Winsorizing results particularly useful for

the B/M observations because extremely large B/M values are sometimes observed due to low

prices, particularly before a firm delists.2

B. Portfolios Returns

This section analyzes the performance of portfolios formed based on the oil returns. If commodity

price risk is a priced factor we should observe a relation between oil risk and returns of portfolios

ranked on the oil returns. Price commodity risk is proxied by sensitivity or loadings to the

logarithmic change in oil prices. Thus at end of each month t, we estimate oil betas for each firm

using the following equation:

Rit = αi + βoilRoil,t + εit, (2)

where Rit is the excess return of stock i at time t and Roil,t is the oil return at time t. Oil prices

are from the settlement price of the NYMEX oil futures contract, the most widely traded futures

contract on oil. Data are from Datastream. The estimation is done with a 36-month rolling

window regression. Then, five portfolios are constructed and firms are allocated into one of the

five portfolios based on their oil beta. We compute VW portfolios and EW portfolios excess

returns for t+ 1.3 We repeat the estimation for every t. At the end of the estimation procedure

we obtain a time series of monthly excess returns for the five portfolios.

Table II shows average monthly excess returns from portfolios formed from one-dimensional

sorts of stocks on βoil by using rolling regression over the period January 1992 through June 2009

(210 months). Panel A shows the results for a VW portfolio and Panel B for an EW portfolio.

2Knez and Ready (1997) show that the size effect is driven by the extreme 1% of the observations. They trim
the extreme 1% of the observations and the coefficient of firm size changes signal.

3Fama and French (2008) cautions against drawing strong conclusions from the spread in equal-weighted
portfolio returns, since they are likely to be heavily influenced by micro stocks.
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The average return on the lowest quintile is around 0.914% and on the highest quintile is 2.018%

(24.22% annually). The spread is positive and equal to 1.104%. Panel B shows the results for

an EW portfolio. Portfolio returns are increasing with oil beta. The increase in returns from

the lowest quintile to the highest quintile in the equal-weighted portfolios is 1.248% (14.97%

annually). Despite the economic relevance of the spreads, the difference is not statistically

significant which maybe due to the large standard deviation of oil returns. We also note that

firms in the lowest oil beta quintile have negative betas, i.e., they are countercyclical in relation

to the price of oil. Moreover, the spread between the VW and EW portfolio tends to be positive,

that is, for the same oil beta quintile, VW portfolios offer higher returns suggesting that large

firms provide higher returns. Table II - Panel C displays some features of firms included in the

portfolios, such as, the average market capitalization and the B/M ratio. The smallest firms

are also the firms with the lowest oil betas, while the largest firms are those in medium oil beta

quintiles. We also observe that the B/M is decreasing with oil sensitivity. Growth firms have

usually the highest oil beta while value firms the lowest oil beta.

To see the robustness of the spread to firm characteristics, in particular, to check if the result

is not driven by the B/M, we construct triple sorted portfolios similar to approach of Daniel

and Titman (1997). Because our sample narrows to the oil industry, we cannot create many

portfolios, they would be composed of a reduced number of firms and consequently there will be

too much noise. Thus, we compute 12 portfolios on market capitalization, B/M and oil sensitivity

(on small and large market capitalization, high, medium and low B/M ratio and high and low

oil sensitivity).

Table III shows the results. For value firms the return spread of oil loading (High-Low) is

negative and for growth firms the spread High-Low is positive. For small minus big firms the

spread is larger. So, the oil spread is not persistent when we control for the B/M ratio.
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IV. Methodology

Our results on section III suggest that the spread on oil portfolios is mitigated when we control

for firm characteristics, in particular for the book-to-market ratio. In this section, we analyze

better this result and investigate what is priced in the cross section of returns.

The base asset pricing model is the three factor model of Fama and French. Fama and

French (1993, 1996) propose a three-factor model that improves average CAPM pricing errors

by including a size and a B/M factor. The model is the following:

Rit = αi + β0imarkett + β1iSMBt + β2iHMLt + εit, (3)

where Rit is the return of portfolio i in excess of a risk free rate in month t; markett is the excess

return on the domestic market in month t; SMB (Small minus Big) is the average return on the

small capitalization portfolios minus the average return on the large capitalization portfolios;

HML (High minus Low) is the difference in return between the portfolio with high B/M ratio

stocks and the portfolio with low B/M ratio stocks. We extend this base model by including as

a fourth factor OIL and the analysis will compare the two models.

Following Fama and French (1992), we construct 12 portfolios based on firm features like

market capitalization, the B/M ratio and the oil sensitivity (see appendix A). Firm size in a

particular year refers to market capitalization at the end of June of this year and the B/M ratio is

calculated by the book value of common equity for the fiscal year ended in previous calendar year

divided by the market value of equity at the end of December of the previous year.4 Regarding

the oil sensitivity, we use the first 36 months to estimate loadings of firms’ excess returns with

respect to oil returns by using rolling regressions. Hence, in our 12 portfolios, the sample period

is from January 1992 to June 2009.

Firm excess returns are ranked in terms of firm size, B/M and oil sensitivity, and twelve port-

folios are formed from the intersections of market capitalization (small and big), three different

4By following Cohen et al. (2003), we replace negative BE values by small positive values of 1 to ensure that
the market-to-book ratios are in the right, not the left, tail of the distribution.
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B/M ratios (high, median, and low) and oil sensitivity (high and low). Let XYZ represent one of

the twelve portfolios, where X is either S or B, indicating small size and big size, respectively; Y

could be H, M, or L, indicating high, median, and low B/M ratio; Z is either H or L, indicating

high and low oil sensitivity. For example, SHH represents the average return of the portfolio

with small market capitalization, high B/M ratio and high oil sensitivity.

The VW monthly excess returns on these twelve portfolios are the dependent variables in

time-series and cross-sectional regressions.5 Figure 1 shows the cumulative returns of portfolios.

We normalize all portfolios to 100 for the first date of the sample. The four portfolios with the

best performance are SLH, BLH, SLL and BLL. These portfolios share the fact of owing low

B/M firms. The ones that have the worse performance, the final value is below 100, are SHH,

SHL and BHH, all with firms with high B/M ratios.

A. Time-Series Analysis

Hou et al. (2011) state that the success of the factor pricing model in the time series test is

a necessary but not sufficient condition for rational risk pricing to be confirmed. In a factor

pricing model, mean returns increase with factor loadings, and the factor premium for a given

zero-investment factor is equal to the mean return on that factor (or, for the market factor,

the mean return in excess of the risk-free rate). In consequence, in a time series regression of a

portfolio’s excess returns on zero-investment or excess factor returns, the intercept term measures

the mean abnormal return, or the return in excess of that predicted by the factor pricing model.

Thus, time series tests of factor pricing models rely on the intercepts from time series regres-

sions to provide inferences on how well the given model can explain the cross-section of average

returns (see Gibbons et al., 1989; Fama and French, 1993, 1996, for example).6

In order to evaluate the overall ability of the specified model in explaining excess returns,

we adopt the test proposed by Gibbons et al. (1989) (called GRS test henceforth). The null

hypothesis of the GRS test assumes that all pricing errors are jointly equal to zero. The rejection

5In the robustness section we use different portfolio construction.
6Intercepts that are indistinguishable from zero are consistent with rational factor pricing (Merton (1973)).
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of the null hypothesis indicates that at least one of the pricing errors from a specific model is

not zero, and then the used pricing model is not enough to explain excess returns.7

The GRS test is mainly based on a finite-sample F-test presented as follows:

GRS =
T −N −K

N

[
1 + Et(ft)

′

Ω̂−1Et(ft)
]
−1

α̂
′

Σ̂−1α̂ ≡ FN,T−N−K , (4)

where T is the number of observations across time, N is the number of portfolios, K is the

number of factors, ft is the factor vector at moment t, Ω̂ = 1

T

∑T

t=1
(ft−ET (f))(ft−ET (f))

′ (the

factor covariance) and Σ̂ = 1

T

∑T

t=1
ε̂tε̂

′

t (the residual covariance).

B. Cross-sectional Analysis

Fama and MacBeth (1973) propose a procedure to run cross-sectional regressions. The procedure

consists in estimating the betas and the risk premium of any factor that is expected to determine

asset prices.8

The procedure consist of finding beta estimates with time-series regression, by regressing

each portfolio excess return against the proposed risk factors. Second, we run a cross-sectional

regression at each time period with all portfolio excess returns against the estimated betas to

determine the risk premium of each factor. We estimate two main equations:

Ri
t = β̂market,iλmarket,t + β̂SMB,iλSMB,t + β̂HML,iλHML,t + εi,t (5)

Ri
t = β̂market,iλmarket,t + β̂SMB,iλSMB,t + β̂HML,iλHML,t + β̂OIL,iλOIL,t + εi,t (6)

i = 1, ..., N for each t. β̂market,i, β̂SMB,i, β̂HML,i, and β̂OIL,i are the factor loadings obtained in

the time series regression. Equation (5) is our benchmark model for our mimicking portfolio and

7Time series regression tests have the advantage that the time series slopes are factor loadings with a clear
interpretation. Besides this method can avoid the problem of error-in-variables because all the factors are observ-
able in opposite to the cross-section methodology where the regressors are the estimated betas obtained from the
time series step.

8The advantages of this method are allowing betas to change over time, to produce standard errors and test
statistics.
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equation (6) allows to test if oil is a priced factor.

We estimate the factor risk premia (λ′s) and the pricing errors (ε′s) of equations (5) and (6)

as the average of the cross-sectional estimates:

λ̂ = 1

T

∑T

t=1
λ̂t and ε̂i =

1

T

∑T

t=1
ε̂t (7)

and the corresponding variances are:

σ̂2

λ = 1

T 2

∑T

t=1
(λ̂t − λ̂)2 and σ̂2

εi
= 1

T 2

∑T

t=1
(ε̂t − ε̂i)

2. (8)

If estimated betas are important determinants of average returns, then the risk premia of equa-

tions (5) and (6) should be significant.

The standard Fama-MacBeth standard errors presented in equation (8) do not take into

account that the β ′s are estimated. Therefore, we use the Shanken (1992)’s correction to obtain

the correct asymptotic standard errors of the factor risk premia vector.

In order to test that all the pricing errors are jointly zero we assume that the pricing errors

are iid over time and independent of the factors. The test-statistics is then

ε̂′cov(ε̂)−1ε̂ ∼ χ2

N−K .

GLS cross-sectional regression Instead of the Fama and MacBeth (1973) procedure de-

scribed before, we can conduct cross-sectional regressions whose dependent variable is the port-

folio average return on the factor risk premia vector and pricing errors:

ET (R
i
t) = β̂market,iλmarket + β̂SMB,iλSMB + β̂HML,iλHML + εi (9)

ET (R
i
t) = β̂market,iλmarket + β̂SMB,iλSMB + β̂HML,iλHML + β̂OIL,iλOIL + εi, (10)
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i = 1, ...N . Since the errors in the cross-sectional regressions 9 and 10 are correlated with each

other, we should run a GLS cross-sectional regression. The GLS estimates of the parameters and

their variances that take into account the Shanken (1992)’s correction are

λ̂ = (β ′Σ−1β)−1β ′Σ−1ET (R),

ε̂ = ET (R)− λ̂β

(11)

and

σ2

λ̂
= 1

T

[
(β̂ ′Σ̂−1β̂)−1(1 + λ̂′Σ−1

f λ̂) + Σ̂f

]

cov(ε̂) = 1

T
(Σ̂− β̂(β̂ ′Σ̂−1β̂)−1)β̂ ′)(1 + λ̂′Σ−1

f λ̂),
(12)

where Σf is the factor covariance matrix and Σ̂ is the residual covariance matrix of the time

series regressions (see Cochrane, 2001, for details in the previous procedures).

C. Mimicking Portfolios

Hou et al. (2011) refer that the factor mimicking approach is a method of extracting factors from

the anomalous characteristic itself, which provides a systematic way of identifying the risk factor

that is most closely related to the anomaly, if there is indeed a risk effect. To test, they follow

the approach originally developed by Fama and French (1993) and Daniel and Titman (1997)

constructing factor mimicking portfolios that load heavily on whatever risk factor is driving an

anomaly. This procedure can be used to extract measures of risk even if the researcher does not

directly observe the factor structure underlying stock returns.

Similar to refereed studies that dissect anomalies, we construct three mimicking portfolios

based on the features of our sample. They are zero investment portfolios that are long on small

firms and short on large firms (SMB) and long on high B/M and short on low B/M (HML)

and long on high oil sensitivity and short on low oil sensitivity (OIL).

Table IV presents the summary statistics of the factors. The first column presents market

excess returns. The mean of the market excess returns is positive around 0.37%. The following
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columns presents the statistics on the mimicking factors. The SMB and HML portfolios have

negative returns, indicating that large firms and growth firms provide higher returns than small

firms and value firms. The portfolio long on high oil beta and short on low oil beta has positive

return of 0.18%. This is in line with the previous evidence that low B/M offer higher return

than high B/M. The figure is statistically significant. Thus, a first inspection seems to indicate

that the oil industry seems to be at odds, in the sense that large and growth firms tend to offer

higher excess returns. The standard deviation of SMB and HML is lower than the factors OIL

and market.

Table V presents the Pearson correlation coefficient of the factors. HML and OIL are

positively correlated with the market, but HML and OIL are negatively correlated between

them.

V. Empirical Results

This section analyzes whether oil is a priced risk factor.

A. Time Series Regressions

Table VI shows the results of the estimation of the time series regression of equation (3). Panel

A uses three factors: the excess returns of the market (market), the SMB and HML mimicking

factors. The dependent variables are the twelve portfolios computed on the firm characteristics:

Size, B/M and commodity risk (oil loading). The first six rows present the results of low oil beta

sensitivity portfolios and the last six rows of high oil beta sensitivity portfolios. The columns

present the values of the coefficients and the t-statistics.

The coefficients on the market portfolio are positive and statistically significant. Portfolios

with high oil beta also have a high oil beta. Regarding the factor SMB, coefficients are positive

for small firms and negative for large firms, and are statistically significant. Coefficients of

the mimicking HML portfolio are decreasing from high B/M to low B/M, and are statistically
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significant for 10 out of the 12 portfolios (coefficients on median B/M portfolios tend to be not

statistically significant).

The quality of the time series model is assessed by two items. The R2 of the regressions that

ranges between 0.272-0.402 and the pricing errors. None of the α′s is statistically significant at

standard levels of significance. Thus, the GRS test does not reject the null that all pricing errors

are equal to zero.

The results for the four-factor model are presented in Panel B. The coefficients on the market

excess return decrease when we include the oil mimicking portfolio, while the coefficients on

SMB are similar to those of Panel A. The coefficients on the HML mimicking portfolio slightly

increase, which supports the relation between B/M and oil.

The coefficients on the oil mimicking factor are positive and statistically significant. The t-

statistic is larger than three in all portfolios, meaning that the oil factor indeed has explanatory

power for oil firms’ excess return. By comparing the R2 with that of Panel A, adding OIL

increases substantially the explanatory power of the model. The R2 increases substantially, and

ranges from 0.391 to 0.736. The increase in R2 is substantially large in high oil beta portfolios,

i.e., with high commodity risk.

Looking at α′s, the pricing errors are now larger, and more positive, but according to the

t-statistic some α′s are statistically significant. Despite that, the GRS test does not reject the

null at 5% confidence level.

Overall, including the oil mimicking portfolio in the model increases substantially the ex-

planatory power of the model, but at the same time increases mispricing since portfolios returns

are overpriced.

B. Cross Sectional Regressions

Table VIII displays the results of the 2-step estimation of Fama and MacBeth (1973), equations

(5) and 6. The quality of the asset pricing model is assessed by the null hypothesis that there is

no mispricing in cross-sectional analysis. If the model is correctly specified we should not reject
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the null hypothesis.

We recall that in Table IV, the average of the factors is positive for the market and OIL and

negative for SMB and HML. Accordingly, to be a priced factor, the risk premium (λ) needs to

be statistically significant and positive for the market and oil mimicking portfolio, and negative

for the SMB and HML factors.

Panel A shows the results for the model where the market, SMB and HML mimicking

portfolios are the factors. The λ of the market is positive but not statistically significant. The

λ′s of SMB and HML factor are negative, consistent with previous results that show that large

and growth firms have higher returns (Table IV). However, the λ is only statistically significant

for the HML factor. The null of no mispricing is not rejected with an adjusted p-value of 0.126.

Panel B adds the oil mimicking factor in the cross-sectional regression. The SMB and HML

risk premiums do not change, but HML is the only statistically significant priced factor, besides

the market. The coefficient of OIL is positive but not statistically significant. Thus, OIL is not

a priced factor.

Table IX shows the results of the GLS estimation. This estimation corrects for errors in

variables given that the regressors of the cross-sectional regressions are the parameter estimates

of the time series regressions (β ′s). In Panel A, the only λ that is statistically significant is that

of HML portfolio. The λ is negative, confirming the premium on low B/M firms. Panel B adds

OIL as a factor, and the risk premium although positive is not statistically significant.

Our study finds a risk compensation for low B/M firms, that there is not a risk premium

for the risk of small firms and that oil returns create mispricing in industry returns. The next

paragraphs discuss better these results.

Regarding the small firm premium, the empirical evidence is not unanimous on the perva-

siveness of such premium and our finding is in line with these studies. Authors like Eleswarapu

and Reinganum (1993), Dichev (1998), Chan et al. (2000), Horowitz and Loughran (2000b,a)

and Amihud (2002) find no size premium. Hirshleifer (2001) contends that the size effect van-

ished after 1983. Schwert (2003) suggests that the size anomaly disappeared around the time
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of its discovery because practitioners began to use investment vehicles that tried to exploit the

anomaly. Evidence outside the U.S. goes in the same direction. Dimson and Marsh (1998) show

that the size premium is reversed in the U.K., small stocks underperformed large stocks by 2.4%

between 1983 and 1997. Dimson et al. (2002) using an international sample of 19 countries, find

that the size effect appears to be reversed in the period after which an academic study on the

size effect in that country appeared.

Regarding the growth premium, to our knowledge this is the first work to document that

high B/M firms underperform low B/M firms. The next section discusses in more details reasons

why the spread might emerge.

C. Discussion

The common presumption in the finance literature is that the B/M ratio is a measure of a

firms future growth opportunities relative to its accounting value. In other words, a low ratio of

book equity relative to market value suggests that investors expect high future growth prospects

compared to the value of assets in place.

The finding of the value premium in the asset pricing literature is considered puzzlingly as

growth firms are considered riskier. Zhang (2005) describes the value premium as a troublesome

anomaly for rational expectations, because according to conventional wisdom, growth options

hinge upon future economic conditions and must be riskier than assets in place. The work of

Gomes et al. (2003) also predicts that growth options are always riskier than assets in place, as

these options are “leveraged” on existing assets. Growth stocks, which derive market value more

from growth options, must therefore be riskier than value stocks, which derive market values

more from assets in place.

Literature has looked for rational explanations to answer the question why high B/M firms

present a risk premium. Fama and French (1996) contend that HML is a risk factor that repre-

sents distress of weak firms with low earnings that tend to have high B/M ratios. They argue

that stocks with high ratios of book equity to market value are more prone to financial dis-
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tress and hence riskier. Hence, the value premium is a compensation for this risk. The work

of Zhang (2005) challenges the presumption that growth options are riskier and present some

fundamentals to assets in place being riskier. Zhang argues that due to costly reversibility and

the countercyclical pricing of risk, disinvestment of assets-in-place is difficult. Therefore, firms

with a high proportion of physical assets are riskier than those with a high proportion of growth

options, especially during economic contractions when the price of risk is high.

The spread of low B/M firms can arise because of different reasons. First, as a compensa-

tion for the riskiness of growth opportunities in this industry. Several papers value resources

companies in a options framework where the option becomes in-the-money when the price of oil

increases (see Pindyck, 1990). Litzenberger and Rabinowitz (1995) state that under uncertainty,

ownership of oil reserves may be viewed as holding a call option whose exercise price corresponds

to the extraction cost. So the evidence is consistent with the rational argument that investors

percept growth options as riskier than assets in place (e.g. Gomes et al., 2003), and the spread

arises as a compensation for risk.

A second possible explanation is maybe firms with low B/M in this industry are “typical”

growth firms. The impact of current profitability in B/M ratio is present in the model of Gomes

et al. (2003) that shows a negative relation between the B/M ratio and firm profitability. Also Hou

and Robinson (2006) contend that the same level of book-to-market are fundamentally different

from one another depending on the market structure of the industry in which they operate. They

state a low book-to-market firm in a concentrated industry is not well described as a “growth

firm”, because ”This firm operates in an industry with a large asset base, high unit profitability,

and low R&D, and subsequently has high capitalized future profitability. Its book-to-market is low

not because its growth prospects are high, but because its current and expected future profitability

is high”(Hou and Robinson, 2006, see pag. 1951-1952). Conversely, a low book-to-market stock

in a competitive industry is indeed better characterized as a growth firm. These firms engage in

more R&D on average and are less profitable, and thus the low market-to-book is not a reflection

of high capitalized profitability, but rather of expected growth.
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The key question is still why low B/M firms are percept as riskier and provide a premium?

In a risk priced framework, the plausible answer seems again the riskiness of growth options of

the industry.

Still, another view is to assume that the HML factor really proxies for distress risk, raising

the question why it is not relevant in this industry? A first hypothesis can be because distress

risk is not relevant. Because demand for oil and its derived products is quite inelastic, firms tend

to be insulated for oil price shocks, and oil price hikes are not likely to decrease substantially

revenues. However, oil price decreases might jeopardize current investments and future growth.

Early work like Pindyck (1990) assumes that production permanently stops as soon as the price

falls below extraction cost. When this occurs, the reserves which are not yet extracted are

lost and the producers do not have the option to resume production in the future. A second

hypothesis drives on the structure of this industry. Hou and Robinson (2006) analyze whether

distress risk is likely to vary with the market structure. They advocate that barriers to entry in

industries insulate some firms from aggregate demand shocks, while exposing others. They posit

that industries with high barriers to entry are associated with lower equilibrium stock returns.

The oil industry has strong entry barriers starting with the scarcity of resources like oil fields,

state and governmental licences, environmental licences among others, and to large scale up-

front investments. Accordingly, distress risk could be less relevant in this industry, and no risk

premium for it.

Last but not least important are behavioral explanations. The systematic mispricing of

securities can be originated by non-rational investor behavior. Lakonishok et al. (1994) suggest

investors incorrect extrapolation of the past earnings growth of firms as the source of the value

premium. Chan et al. (2003) support this view and find that the association between B/M ratios

and future growth is weak.

To distinguish the hypothesis of misvaluation explanation and risk based explanation we

follow Daniel and Titman (1997) that argue that the value premium is due to the value charac-

teristic of the stock and not for proxying for risk. They point out that in tests where factors are
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constructed from characteristics that are known return predictors, factor loadings can be found

to predict returns even if risk is not priced. In other words, since the HML factor is constructed

based on B/M sorts, the HML factor loadings and the original characteristic (B/M) are likely

to be highly correlated. If markets are inefficient and investors misprice B/M, then the factor

loadings can pick up the mispricing that is correlated with B/M. The problem is further worsened

by employing portfolios that are formed based on B/M.

Daniel and Titman (1997) suggest triple-sort stocks into portfolios to distinguish between the

rational risk explanation and the misvaluation explanation. First, to identify variation in the

HML factor loading unrelated to the B/M characteristic and then test whether the independent

variation in HML loading is associated with spreads in average returns. The risk explanation

predicts that HML loading continues to predict returns after controlling for B/M, while the mis-

pricing theory predicts that HML loading has no incremental predictive power after controlling

for variation in B/M.

Thus stocks are triple-sorted into portfolios based on size, B/M and HML loading. The

portfolio-level factor loadings are calculated as follows: two size groups (S and B) and three

book-to-market groups (H, M, and L) based on the 33th and 67th percentile breakpoints for

the oil/gas firms. The six portfolios are formed as the intersections of these two size and three

B/M groups. Each of the six portfolios are then divided into two portfolios (H and L) based on

HML factor loading estimated with monthly returns over the previous 36 months (i.e. rolling

regressions of 36 months). Then, we use the following equation to perform our time series

regression:

Rit = αi + β0imarkett + β1iSMBt + β2iHMLt + β3iHML(beta)t + εit. (13)

The resulting three subportfolios within each of the size, B/M category thus consist of stocks

of similar size and B/M characteristics, but different levels of HML loading. The correlation

between their HML loading and B/M characteristic should be sufficiently low. We use these
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portfolios to test whether HML factor loading can predict returns after controlling for variation

in B/M.

Table X presents the results of the time series regressions. We separate the results of portfolios

with a low and high sensitivity to the HML factor to highlight the differences. The coefficients of

HML loadings are negative because the factor is defined in a negative way (note that the growth

premium is the symmetric of the value premium). Coefficients of low loadings are all very similar

and very distinct of high HML loadings, which seems to support a risk based explanation. The

coefficient on low HML loading is lower than the coefficient on high HML loading. We also

note that the coefficient of B/M still shows dispersion.

Moreover, the patterns of the intercepts seem also consistent with a risk based explanation.

The behavioral alternative contends that average returns are determined by the B/M character-

istic irrespective of the HML factor loading. In the context of the regression framework here, it

implies that the intercepts of the low HML loading portfolios should be positive whereas the in-

tercepts of the high HML loading portfolios should be negative. The evidence is not supportive

of this claim, all intercepts are positive. The GRS test does not reject the null hypothesis that

all pricing errors are equal to zero, which it is not opposite to rational factor pricing. We also

note that the R2 is substantially higher for firms with low loading on HML factor.9

VI. Robustness

In this section we check the robustness of the risk premium finding on low B/M firms. The

evaluation of cross-sectional results are based on asset pricing tests that suffer from low power,

such that, high explanatory power in cross-sectional regressions does not often imply a strong

support for the model (see Lewellen et al., 2010).

To circumvent some of these problems and increase the robustness of results, Lewellen et al.

(2010) have prescribed several remedies such as to expand the set of test portfolios beyond size

9Fama-Macbeth goes in the same direction of time series analysis. Both coefficients of HML and the HML

loading are statistically significant, supporting the risk explanation.
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and B/M portfolios. According, we repeat the estimations using different portfolios sortings: six

portfolios based on size and B/M ratio; twelve portfolios based on size, B/M and oil sensitivity

and twelve portfolios based on size, B/M and HML loadings. The cross section regressions using

the different portfolio construction confirm the risk premium on low B/M firms.10

As also prescribed by Lewellen et al. (2010) we compute GLS for cross sectional regressions

because the cross-sectional regressions can suffer from the error-in-variables problem given that

the betas are estimates obtained from the time series analysis, but results are kept.

To further check the validity of results, we do a horse race with SMB and HML mimicking

factors and the Fama and French factors from Prof. Kenneth French web page. The factors

have a positive mean for the period, 0.011% and 0.527% respectively, meaning that a portfolio of

small firms and value firms has provided on average higher returns than large and growth firms

respectively. We repeat cross sectional regressions and the result on HML mimicking factor is

kept, while the Fama and French HML factor has a negative risk premium which is not consistent

with the positive mean of the factor, so the distress explanation seems to not to be supported

empirically.

VII. Conclusion

A recent strand of literature has addressed how industry features are related with asset pricing.

Works seem to concur that standard asset pricing models fail to explain the cross section of

returns of industry portfolios (Lewellen et al., 2010; Chou et al., 2012) and other factors are

relevant to industries (Viale et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2010).

This paper analysis the case of a commodity dependent industry, the oil industry, and whether

the price commodity risk might affect the cross section of returns. Commodity dependence

creates a strong link between firm profitability and the price of the commodity, and we analyze

the hypothesis that price commodity risk might have an impact on the cross section of returns.

We follow previous asset pricing approaches and construct portfolios sorted on previous-month

10Results are available from authors upon request.
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oil sensitivity. We find that raw value-weighted (VW) portfolio annualized returns for firms in

the lowest oil beta decile are on average 0.914% monthly, while VW returns for firms in the

highest oil beta decile are on average higher 2.018% monthly. The spread between high and low

oil sensitivity portfolios is 13.24% annually, in the EW portfolio 14.97% annually. Analyzing the

features of the oil portfolios, we confirm an inverse relation between oil sensitivity and the B/M

ratio. To gauge the robustness of our results, we repeat our analysis across different grouped

portfolios. We find that the oil premium dillutes when we control for market capitalization and

the B/M ratio. In fact, we find that the spread is positive for low B/M firms and negative for

high B/M firms. To understand the anomaly, we construct factor mimicking portfolios on the

characteristics that seem to be related with abnormal returns: size, B/M and oil loadings.

The oil mimicking portfolio performs well in the time series analysis, but in the cross section

the estimation confirms that low B/M firms provide a risk premium. The risk premium is only

statistically significant for the HML factor whether we add the oil mimicking portfolio into the

model or not. In addition, the coefficient of OIL is positive but not statistically significant,

thus commodity risk is not a priced factor and reflects market mispricing. In contrast, the risk

premium on low B/M firms is pervasive. Additional tests dismiss a behavioral explanation for

the anomaly, favoring a risk based explanation.

Features of the industry are likely to support the result. First, the presence and riskiness of

growth of options in this industry. Second, low B/M firms are not typical ’growth’ firms, low B/M

ratios arise because firms are highly capitalized return firms. Third, large entry barriers in this

industry do not create distress risk, and the value premium does not emerge as a compensation

for distress risk.

Overall, our evidence supports that commodity price risk creates market mispricing and is

in accordance with the views that that advocate that industry features affect asset pricing. The

evidence supports that ”the structure of product markets affects asset prices, then either market

structure affects risk directly, or else it is somehow correlated with investor perceptions in a way

that links it to behavioral phenomena”(Hou and Robinson, 2006, pag. 1930).
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Appendix

A. 2x3x2 portfolio construction procedure–factors SMB, HML, and

OIL

After merging the data obtained from Computstat, CRESP and Datastream, we delete the

securities with missing observations from our final sample. The total number of observations

(firm*month) after this first filter is 45781.

Building portfolios for security analysis Each security is assigned to one of the six port-

folios that are formed based on the book-to-market and firm size. First, we split our sample

into two groups. The first group includes the observations that are below the median of the firm

size values and the second includes the observations that are above the median of the firm size

values. Once we obtain this two groups we split the observations of each group into three groups

formed based on the values of the book-to-market values. For this we consider the observations

of book-to-market below the 30th percentile, between the 30th percentile and the 70th percentile

and above the 70th percentile.

Finally, we sort securities in each of the six portfolios into two subportfolios formed based on

their oil beta coefficient.
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Figure 1. Portfolios cumulative returns.
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Table I: Summary statistics of firms by SIC code

This table reports summary statistics of the sample firms: the number of firms, market capitalization, B/M ratio and raw returns. Sample is
from December, 1988 to June, 2009. Values are winsorize at 1% and returns are in percentage.

SIC Firms M.Cap B/M Raw Return (%)
CODE Description min max mean Median Mean Median sd Mean Median sd

1311 Crude Petroleum & Natural Gas 81 148 108 291,166 1.62 0.61 5.14 1.08 0.00 16.47
1381 Drilling Oil & Gas Wells 14 22 17 589,566 2.78 0.57 9.11 1.36 0.07 15.11
1382 Oil & Gas Field Exploration Services 5 20 11 198,522 1.92 0.68 5.65 1.07 0.00 16.44
1389 Oil & Gas Field Services, Nec 8 21 13 676,602 1.14 0.50 3.43 1.55 0.74 17.41
2911 Petroleum Refining 17 32 23 1,930,909 2.31 0.69 5.98 1.07 0.68 11.07
2990 Miscellaneous Products of Petroleum & Coal 1 1 1 73,760 0.49 0.12 1.03 -2.21 -5.75 30.29
3533 Oil & Gas Field Machinery & Equipment 3 12 8 747,738 0.47 0.42 0.27 1.60 1.25 15.07
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Table II

Portfolio returns sorted on oil returns sensitivity

This table reports excess returns of portfolios formed on βoil using equation (2). βoil are estimated using
36 months rolling windows. Stocks are sorted into five portfolios according to their βoil. The portfolios
are held for one month then rebuilt. Panels A and B report value- and equal-weighted portfolio returns,
respectively. Panel C shows the average market capitalization and B/M ratio by quintile portfolio.
Returns are in percentage.

Panel A: Value Weighted Portfolios

Quintile 20 40 60 80 100 High-Low t-Stat
Return 0.914 0.907 0.825 1.165 2.018 1.104 1.270
βoil -0.063 0.196 0.339 0.482 0.730

Panel B: Equal Weighted Portfolios

Quintile 20 40 60 80 100
Return 0.576 0.781 0.849 0.947 1.823 1.248 1.470
βoil -0.063 0.196 0.339 0.482 0.730

Panel C: Averages Values

Market Capitalization 479,887 1,360,270 1,723,191 1,433,370 575,087
B/M ratio 0.74 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.59
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Table III

Triple sorted portfolio returns

This table reports the mean excess monthly returns for 12 port-
folios formed on market capitalization, B/M ratio and the esti-
mated factor loading on the oil factor. First, we rank firms by
their market capitalization (size) and B/M ratio, based on 50 per-
cent breakpoints for market capitalization and 30 and 70 percent
breakpoints for B/M. Secondly, stocks are further sorted into two
subportfolios based on their βoil coefficient in the regression (2).
Columns present the average returns of the 12 portfolios and the
spread on a portfolio with high oil loading minus low oil loading
(High-Low). Returns are in percentage.

Oil Loading Portfolio

size BM H L High-Low

S H -0.408 0.118 -0.525
B H 0.200 0.472 -0.272
S M 1.164 1.066 0.098
B M 1.000 0.731 0.268
S L 3.031 2.573 0.458
B L 1.876 0.994 0.882
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Table IV

Summary Statistics of Factors

This table reports summary statistics of the market and
the mimicking portfolios used in time-series and cross-
section regression. market represents the market excess
return and SMB, HML and OIL are zero investment
portfolios formed on market capitalization, B/M ratio and
oil loading. Returns are in percentage.

market SMB HML OIL

Mean (%) 0.370 -0.113 -2.465 0.180
Std. dev. (%) 4.415 3.535 3.284 4.011
Minimum (%) -18.540 -11.067 -12.668 -12.054
Median (%) 0.985 -0.057 -2.475 0.282
Maximum (%) 11.040 12.054 6.658 17.482
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Table V

Correlation of the factors

This table reports Pearson correlation coefficients of fac-
tors: market(market excess return), SMB, HML, and
OIL. market represents the market excess return and
SMB, HML and OIL are zero investment portfolios
formed on market capitalization, B/M ratio and oil load-
ing. The *** means rejection of the hypothesis H0 : ρ = 0
at 0.1%.

market SMB HML OIL

market 1
SMB -0.019 1
HML 0.158∗∗∗ 0.010 1
OIL 0.256∗∗∗ 0.012 -0.092∗∗∗ 1
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Table VI: Time series regressions for portfolios formed from sorts on size, B/M and
βOIL–Panel A

This table presents the coefficients and t-statistics of a three factor model. Factors are: market,
SMB, and HML. Dependent variables are 12 portfolios sorted by market capitalization (size),
book-to-market ratio and βOIL. The R2 values from each time series are reported after t-statistics.
The last row reports the adjusted p-value from GRS test.

Panel A: Three Factor Model

Low Low βOIL t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βOIL) alpha market SMB HML alpha market SMB HML R2

SHL 0.271 0.860 0.638 0.290 0.545 9.570 5.755 2.403 0.402
SML 0.304 0.835 0.566 -0.116 0.568 8.624 4.734 -0.892 0.316
SLL 0.134 0.793 0.531 -0.676 0.260 8.487 4.610 -5.378 0.344
BHL 0.636 0.798 -0.364 0.229 1.223 8.478 -3.136 1.810 0.311
BML 0.060 0.738 -0.249 -0.203 0.126 8.524 -2.327 -1.743 0.278
BLL 0.095 0.792 -0.367 -0.447 0.207 9.475 -3.565 -3.979 0.349

High βOIL t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βOIL) alpha market SMB HML alpha market SMB HML R2

SHH -0.788 1.020 0.716 0.215 -1.166 8.335 4.747 1.309 0.322
SMH 0.401 1.076 0.370 -0.190 0.524 7.766 2.166 -1.022 0.238
SLH 0.216 0.991 0.995 -0.944 0.276 6.986 5.690 -4.951 0.314
BHH 0.230 1.008 -0.271 0.309 0.329 7.979 -1.738 1.816 0.272
BMH -0.385 1.127 -0.491 -0.418 -0.543 8.769 -3.100 -2.418 0.301
BLH -0.098 1.111 -0.441 -0.891 -0.148 9.290 -2.986 -5.540 0.356

p-value (GRS) 0.307
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Table VII: Time series regressions for portfolios formed from sorts on size, B/M and
βOIL–Panel B

This table presents the coefficients and t-statistics of a three factor model. Factors are: market, SMB, HML and
OIL. Dependent variables are 12 portfolios sorted by market capitalization (size), book-to-market ratio and βOIL.
The R2 values from each time series are reported after t-statistics. The last row reports the adjusted p-value from
GRS test.

Panel B: Four Factor Model

Low βOIL t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βOIL) alpha market SMB HML OIL alpha market SMB HML OIL R2

SHL 0.461 0.710 0.625 0.389 0.593 1.011 8.287 6.156 3.476 6.339 0.500
SML 0.522 0.663 0.552 -0.003 0.682 1.078 7.277 5.105 -0.024 6.861 0.444
SLL 0.264 0.690 0.523 -0.608 0.406 0.528 7.351 4.694 -4.963 3.957 0.391
BHL 0.831 0.644 -0.377 0.330 0.610 1.735 7.147 -3.528 2.811 6.205 0.420
BML 0.307 0.544 -0.265 -0.075 0.770 0.763 7.181 -2.947 -0.760 9.315 0.492
BLL 0.303 0.627 -0.381 -0.339 0.649 0.745 8.193 -4.194 -3.394 7.769 0.497

High βOIL t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βOIL) alpha market SMB HML OIL alpha market SMB HML OIL R2

SHH -0.288 0.626 0.684 0.474 1.558 -0.681 7.863 7.249 4.566 17.942 0.736
SMH 0.959 0.637 0.334 0.098 1.739 1.955 6.905 3.057 0.818 17.285 0.690
SLH 0.771 0.553 0.959 -0.656 1.732 1.481 5.645 8.261 -5.136 16.202 0.699
BHH 0.717 0.624 -0.303 0.561 1.519 1.513 7.014 -2.865 4.827 15.632 0.668
BMH 0.150 0.705 -0.526 -0.141 1.668 0.347 8.703 -5.473 -1.331 18.862 0.745
BLH 0.381 0.734 -0.472 -0.643 1.494 0.894 9.153 -4.961 -6.146 17.075 0.734

p-value (GRS) 0.9832
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Table VIII

Cross sectional regression for portfolios formed from sorts on size, B/M and βOIL

This table reports the coefficients of second-stage cross-sectional regression results for a
three-factor model (Panel A), and four-factor model (Panel B). The sample means of the
monthly portfolio excess returns are regressed on the betas without the intercept. Indi-
vidual t-statistics and p-values are reported next the coefficients. Adjusted t-statistics
and adjusted p-value are reported by using Shanken’s correction.

Panel A: Three Factor Model

Estimate Standard t-stat Adjusted t-stat p-value Adjusted p-value

λmarket 0.454 0.839 1.488 0.007 0.126
λSMB -0.112 -0.449 -0.459
λHML -2.414 -10.408 -10.630

Panel B: Four Factor Model

Estimate Standard t-stat Adjusted t-stat p-value Adjusted p-value

λmarket 0.918 1.737 3.005 0.008 0.152
λSMB -0.104 -0.416 -0.426
λHML -2.451 -10.635 -10.791
λOIL 0.258 0.914 0.928
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Table IX

Cross sectional regressions - GLS- for portfolios formed from sorts on size, B/M
and βOIL

This table reports the GLS cross-sectional regression results for a three-factor model
(Panel A), and a four factor model (Panel B). The sample means of the monthly portfolio
excess returns are regressed on the betas without the intercept. Individual t-statistics
and p-values are reported near the coefficients. Adjusted t-statistics and adjusted p-value
are reported by using Shanken’s correction.

Panel A: Three Factor Model

Estimate Standard t-stat Adjusted t-stat p-value Adjusted p-value

λmarket 0.502 1.014 0.896 0.006 0.066
λSMB 0.2812 0.546 0.470
λHML -2.0708 -4.084 -3.499

Panel B: Four Factor Model

Estimate Standard t-stat Adjusted t-stat p-value Adjusted p-value

λmarket 0.794 1.095 0.919 0.005 0.072
λSMB 0.1685 0.320 0.270
λHML -2.1072 -3.229 -2.682
λOIL 0.1036 0.233 0.204
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Table X: Four factor regressions for portfolios formed from sorts on size, B/M and βHML

This table presents the factor loadings and t-statistics on the market, SMB, and HML and βHML computed from the first stage
time series regressions for 12 portfolios. The last column presents the R2 for each portfolio. The last row reports the adjusted
p-value from GRS test.

Low βHML t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βHML) alpha market SMB HML βHML alpha market SMB HML βHML R2

SHL 0.329 0.741 0.871 0.425 -1.343 0.448 6.453 4.896 2.289 -8.160 0.509
SML 1.026 0.742 0.716 -0.022 -1.378 1.446 6.685 4.164 -0.122 -8.663 0.511
SLL 0.943 0.758 1.342 -0.621 -1.299 1.328 6.829 7.805 -3.458 -8.169 0.554
BHL 0.227 0.706 0.021 0.410 -1.367 0.273 5.424 0.104 1.948 -7.332 0.406
BML 0.592 0.836 -0.206 0.005 -1.297 0.802 7.243 -1.155 0.024 -7.840 0.512
BLL 0.336 0.849 0.143 -0.607 -1.152 0.494 7.980 0.867 -3.526 -7.560 0.560

High βHML t statistic

(SIZE,BM,βHML) alpha market SMB HML βHML alpha market SMB HML βHML R2

SHH 0.382 0.878 0.737 0.296 -0.466 0.576 8.462 4.580 1.762 -3.135 0.459
SMH 0.391 0.824 0.894 -0.413 -0.310 0.496 6.698 4.692 -2.075 -1.759 0.315
SLH 0.626 0.736 1.164 -0.914 -0.034 0.785 5.899 6.028 -4.532 -0.190 0.303
BHH 1.045 0.798 -0.181 0.253 -0.396 1.633 7.976 -1.167 1.566 -2.765 0.359
BMH 0.965 0.709 -0.068 -0.067 -0.304 1.408 6.620 -0.410 -0.384 -1.982 0.268
BLH 0.819 0.688 -0.180 -0.347 -0.272 1.296 6.953 -1.175 -2.170 -1.918 0.328

p-value (GRS) 0.628
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